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                                Summary

   In general, it may  be saicl  ±hat semi-submersiblc  offshore.  drilling units  arc  des[gned under

some  conditions.  such  a$  design conditions  and  dcsi.ctn eriteria,  The  iormcr  include cendit/ions

of  operat{on  site  and  the  ]atter consist  of  requirements  for operation  and  restriction  by  regu-

latory  bodies, both  of  which  ean  be ]arg. e]y  consi(lerecl  as  nccessary  conclitions  for in[tial desi.crn-

ing of  a  semi-submersib]c.

   T{owever,  it is necessary  to e]aborate  sornc  suflicient  conditions  lor creating  an  econornical

ancl  reliable  semisubmersible.  In  this paper  tlie author  explains  the  above  necessary  ancl

sucacient  conditions  obtained  through  fab]'ication ancl  operation  eE  the  II,DLKI/JRIv'IJ scries  of

serni-subrnersibles  a,s presenting souie  probleins which  must  be considierecl  in the  iTLitia] desjgn

stag'e  ior creating  a  new  type  ei  semi-submersible.

1. Introduction

  Semi-submersible  offshore  drilling unit.s

(hereinafter called  
``Si'S

 rigr') have  been  widely

used  for drilling acrivities  oE  undersea  oil ex-

ploration in rough  seas,  ?.nd  their superiority

of  working  probability in high seas  has been

proven, as  a  rationalized  wasre-iree  
'form,

during their operation  in the North  Sea,

  The realization  of  the basic design of  the
StS rig  requires  som,e  fundarriental conclitiens

w]iich  are  generally inclicated in terms ot

clesign  conditions  and  evaluation  criteria.  The
fermer include those of  the operatin.cr  area,

related  environment,  etc,  The  latter are  the

specific  conditions  rcquired  by the regulatory
bodies and  drilling operators,  which  will  be

used  as  basis ier cvaluation  of  the functions

ol drilljng units,  Therefore, the above  design
conditions  and  evaluation  criteria  can  be said

to be the  
``necessarv

 conditiens''  for realiza-

tion of the  basic des{gn of an  SIS rig. In com-
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parison with  ships  that transport passengers
and  cargoes  bet.ween ports, SIS rjgs  stay  in

an  uncertain  area  for opera.tion  unless  they

must  be rnoved  to other  operating  areas.

Tlierefore, the necessary  corLditions  fer ships

and  Si'S rigs  can  be specified  from the following

different points of view:

      
Si,ip

 
S.ilS-.Ii.cr

    Sca lane Operating  sea  area

    Deacl  wei.crht  Variable  deck  load

      (DIW) (V,D,L.}
    Speed  Pos'itioning perionnance

  Since early  SiS rigs  built in the 1960s were
equipped  with  drilling rigs  {iesigned  for land

use, many  offshore  drillers paid special  at-

tention  te  their positioning performance  in

high seas.  As many  later SiS rig. s being built

and  operatedi,  great cl'tanges  have  been made
in their configuration,  as  shown  in Fig. 1,

which  signifies  that the dilferent conditions

had  been required  by both builders and  users,

to their satisfaction  for realization  of  the basic

design. These  might  be some  kinds o'E suffici-
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ent  conditions,  and  the author  has come  to

consider  them. to be sumrnarized  to the iollo"J-

ing three categeries  :

(I) To  have  more  workability  in a  wide  sense.

(2) To  secure  structural  integrity of  a  float-

   ing body,

(3) To  be of a typc of structurc  for easy  con-

   structlon.

  For  ships, in general, the necessary  and

suencicnt  conditions  have  bcen  empirically

verified.  On  the other  hand, it can  be .q.aid that

the SIS rig  has too  short  a  history yet to com-

pletely clarify  either  the necessary  or  the
sucacient  conditions.  In this respect,  tl)e

author  makes  an  attempt  in this paper to

 bring to light the  problems  involved in such

conditions  ior realization  of  the basic design
and  to  obtain  suggestions  for the future design
by reviewing  the recorcls  and  data of  construc-

tion andfor  operation  of SIS rigs  inclucling. 3
HAKURYUs  (original series)  and  3 Modified
HAKURYUs  (MD series)  designed by  Mitsu-
bishi IIeavy Industries, Ltd., and  8 others

designed by  
'foreign

 consultants  or  companies.

  In the  meantime,  the  meaning  of  the  
"reali-

zation  of  the basic design'' used  herein is an

engineerillg  to create  an  ideal SIS rig  that
would  satisfy  the  above  two  condjtions  based

on  the new  concept  of  
``semi-submersible,"

and  not  simply  t]]e se-callecl  
`Cbasic

 design.''

2. Necessary Condition for Realization of

   Basic Design

2.1 Design  Condition

  Table 1 shows  a  typical  structural  design

procedure for an  S/iS rig.  
'Prior

 to anything

else, the design condition  should  be given, as

¢ , considering  the  owener's  requirements,  the

data of  full-scale measurements,  etc., as  slio"rn

at  top, right.  (iD is aprecess  to determine an
optimal  type  e'f structure  in a  given operating

arca  basec{ en  the concept  of 
`fsemi-submersi-

ble."J It can  incorporate the details of the
operation  and  test data. In @, the motion

modes  in waves  of  the strueture  determined  in

Tal)]e 1  Typical structural  design procedure for

 senii-subinarsible  offshore  structure
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@  will  be verified  by  solving  the equation  of

motion  of  the SIS rig  jn waves,  assumed  as  a

rigid  body, under  exeiting  force by small

amplitude  waves.  The motion  moges  thus. ob-

tained will  be  used  as  basis ior vanous  reviews

of  the said  StS rig.  Items @  and  below show  a

general structural  planning. Of the design con-

ditions in (D, thosc of  the operating  area,

waves  and  wind  are  the most  important

factors which  have  effects  on  the final con-

figuration of  the SIS ri.cr to be determined,
This paper  describes these three conditions

that seem  to greatly affcct  the deterrmnatien
of  the final cenfiguration,  although  other  con-

ditions, such  as  sea  current,  temperature,

seabed  soil,  etc,,  cannot  be ignored in relatien

to the structural  and  fitting planning,

(1) OperatingArea

  Most  S,/S rigs  in the  early  1970s were  of  the

type  /Eor operation  in restricted  areas,  as

shown  in Table 2, fer example,  while  tbe

recent  ones  are  of  the  worldwide-operation

type except  in icy waters,  Such  a  trend of

SIS rigs  to operate  in unrestrictcd  areas  is

considered  entirely  natural  from  the viewpoint

of their undersea  oil drilling, as  understoodi

from  the operatien  records  of  HAKURYUs

II-V, as  shown  in Fig, 2a and  b. Mereover,
their inherent nature  of operation  to  be

positioned stationary  would  force them  to

encounter  much  severer  sea  and  weather  con-

ditions than  those  for ships.i),2)  That is, ships

navigating  through  regular  sea  lanes permit
the various  initial design items including deck

wetness,  slamming,  stress  variations,  etc,, to

Table 2 Operation  area  &  water  depth  oE  HAKU-

      RYU  series

be reviewed  by  means  of  the statistical  pro-
bability in general consideration,  On  the

other  hand, for SiS rigs  to cpperate  in world-
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Table  3 Envirornnental condition  o'f

       seriesIL.XK[tLli'U
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wide  unrest'ricted  area,s  for a  long timc,  the
difllculties that lie in easy  determinatjon of the
design conditions  affccting  their functions
and  in analysis  oi  their overall  system  under

the  concept  of  a  long term  statistical  pro-
bability have led to the present reliancc  on

the deterministic means.

  However, since  the operating  sea  condition

even  fer the worldwide-operation  type of  SIS
rig  can  be sufficiently  understood  as  its opera-
tion records  being accumulated,  it will  make

sensc  to review  the eii.tire basic dcsign by
rneans  of  the statistical  probability. In such

ft cencept,  the n],aximum  wave  height in very

severe  sea  condition  for HAKURYUs  II and

III were  reexamined  and  the  conditic]n  of  the
basic desagn, modi['led  (see Table 3).

(2) "iaves  an(l  Air Gap  (tt)
  "Javes  determine the  nature  of tl]e S,iS rig.

The classification  societies  ot  various  countries

have  provided  the  inethod  of  defining waves

by  means  of  statistical  probability only  in
terms  of  recommendation.  Takahashi et al.3)

give their concept  of  extending  such  a  recom-

mendation.  However,  "raves  acting  oii  an

SIS rig are  governed by  the deterministic
concept.  Table 3 shows  typical environmenta]
conditiens  deterministically given to the

HAKURYU  and  MD  series.  As  thc  operating

area  of  S/S rjgs  is gradually extended  toward
roug'}}  seas,  consideration  of  even  H...=120
ft (36,6m) is s.iven to IliXKURYU  V, as

shown,  whicli  is generally judged as  over-

estimate  of  the t'ield recor(l.  The DNV  rules,

1981, show  that no  waves  exceeding  30m
corresponding  to those in 100-year storm

should  be tal<cn into account.  Hammet  shows

an  einpirical  value  of H,... =-=.- 98 ft (29.8 m)  in
I80 rig years,Z) which  are  obtained  as  ag-

gregation by multiplying  the number  of

operating  years of  each  SEDCO  rig  up  to the

gi'ven time, At present, with  all values  integ-
rated,  H.  ,,.  !=- =  1 10 ft {33.5 m)  has been speci-

fied for waves  to act  on  the SXS rigs  of MD
scries  opeyating  all over  the wc)rld  (see Table
3), Thus, giv･cn waves  deterministically, the
motion  characteristics  of the designed con-

Iiguration can  be uniformly  obtained  by selv-

the equation  o/f motic)n  in regular  waves,  In
irregular -･raves,  hewever, such  motion  charac-

teristics will  become  unreasonable  for proper
understanding  of the safety  condition  of  the
SIS rigs,  Especially, to make  full use  of the
features oi  the S/S rig  iiaving its operating

deck above  the wave  suriace,  tLs in Fig, 3, it
will  be conside]'ed  more  reasonable  to review

the air gap n from the response  of  the rig  in
irregular waves.  The  classification  rules  speci-

fy the standard  value  oi  "l1.5  m  as  the  design
criteria.  Such a  value  depends  on  the coluirm
licight of  tlie SIS rig  under  consideration  and

constitutes  an  important  factor affecting  its
stability  and  building cost,  If the probability
technique is net  used,  O wM  be reviewed  by
applying  a  tentative value  of  clearance  higher
than  1,5m  from  the crest  line (H...) of

regular  waves  at  the position of the mean

value  of  heaving (Z,m,,,,,), For  such  a  problem,,
howcver, it will  be more  appropriate  and

-k-

li16,. 3 Definition  of  air  s.ap
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                      Zmeun

   I;ig. 4 Air gap  eE  semi-sub  ln res,ular  wave

rational  to review  in a  response  analysis  of

the S/S rig  in irregular waves  at  its relative

motion  to waves  by  obtaininbcr  the response

spectr'um  di<w) of the SIS rig  in irregular waves

from Eq, (1) using  the response  function H<ld)

and  the wave  spectrum  S({tJ).

    ¢ ((v)L'1"(w)i2･S(a)) (1)

  The  recent  increasing recognition  c}f the

impertance  of-wave  spectrum  also  in the tield

of  offshore  structure  hat] Ied S]S rigs  to be

provided with  observation  instruments neces-

sary  for analyzing  waves  and  their response

spectrum  dircctly in the operating  areas.  The

results  of such  ana[Lvses  woulcl  be useful  for

future exploration  5nd production activities

fQr undersea  eil. To  design an  StS rig  avallablc

for global operation,  one  of  several  sea  spect-

rum  giving the most  severe  response  (for
exarnple,  the North  Atlantic Ocean wave

spectrum  that are  being used  in calculations

oi  ships)  sheuld  be taken into cQnsideration

rather  than  the wave  spectrum  oi  a  particular
sea  which  would  provide little meaning,  Fig.

5 shows  an  example  oi  the  wave  spectrum

obtained  bv HAKURYU  V  at a  water  depth

of  286 m  ofi Mivako Island.            J

     lo

   thsyoLL..

¢wlj
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 Hv3=Z.ISm
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Fig. 5 Wave  $pectrum  obtained  by  HAKURYIJ  5

     off  MIYAI<O  !sland

                                   131

(3) Wind
  The  established  wind  veLocity  cendition

provides the basis for calculation  of  over-

turning  moment  in reviewing  the dynamical
stability  of  an  SIS rig.  The  regulatory  bodies

of  various  countries  specify  wind  velocities

for SIS rigs  for all normal  drilling and  in

transit or  severe  storm  condition,  as shown  in

Table 3. A  wind  ve!ocity  of 60m/sec  (i20
kn.) was  specitled  in the l970s with  the

intcntien oi  improvjng the  dynamical  stability,

but it was  reduced  to  51,5mlsec  (100kn,),
at  present. HAKURYU  II has encountcred

with  Typhoon  Vera  o'ff Taiwan and  r¢ corded

a  wind  velocity  of  hlgher than  68m/sec be-

yond  the origiiially  designed figures given in

Table 3, suggesting  the nec:d  for providing
some  Tedundant  ctynamicaL  stability.  Fig, 6

shows  the data recorded  by  an  anemograph  on

HAKURYU  II. Vtihen the typhoon  passed
through, the crew  had tal{en refuge  in Taipei

leaving the rig  unmanned.  Frem  the typhoon

condition,  it is judged tlia't the maximum

wave  height might  have  been well  ovcr  !5 m,

  For  StS rigs, 1iaving an  upper  structure

with  an  air  gap  beneath, a  Iift force caused  by

wind  effect  and  rolling  due  to wind  breathing

       6emfs  50mls  40mls' 30m!s 20m!s 10m!s
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 of a  storm  must  bc taken into censideration.

 [[She lift force has been  studied  by  Bjerregaard

 et al.,`) who  pointed out  the cause  of  the

 unrealistic  inclination due  to wind  heeling

 moment  obtained  frem the rule  ancl  proposed
 calculation  formulas and  charts  by  experi-

 mentally  reviewing  12 SIS rigs. On  the other

hand, the study  on  the lift force has not  yet
been  conducted  sueacientl.v  in Japan. Mean-
while,  wind  in stomn  actuallv  breathes, as

shown  in Fig. 6. Its period  

"is

 close  to the
natural  rolling  period of  an  S/S rig, Tlie
values  of  thc energy  spectrum.  of  wind  are

greater also  in the vicinity  of  jts period,
which  will  cause  a  problem.

  The resu]t  oi  the spectral  analysis  of  1,024
waves  taken from  the rolling  histogram oE

HAKURYU  V  shows  the peaks of speetrum

at  the periods of  47,6sec. and  and  44･.5sec,,
respectively,  as  shown  in lfig. 7a and  b.
These  peaks may  be considered  to have  been
caused  by  rolling  motion  during wind  brcath-
jng, Meanwhile, the field wind  observations

on  super-hjgh  stacks,  Iarge cranes,  etc.,  have
indicated that the wind  breath at  a  period of

about  50 sec.  centains  an  intense energy,5),li)

It will  be understood  that the data showing

such  cause  and  effect  relations,  tha longer
rolling  period of  SfS rigs  that have  a  small

water  plane area  and  a  relatively  small  abso-

lute value  of  righting  lever, etc,, all taken
into consideration,  would  lead to a  great pos-
sibility  oi  synchronized  rolling.  (refer to
Table 4) Under conditiuns  during drilling,

   a Actual Data b After WlndowTreat.

t'slx.tb
T-L."h

"lasayuld TAMEHIRe

    O.L O.2 O.3. 0.4  Hz Oll O,2 O.3 O,4 Hz

Fig. 7a, h Rolliiig anglc  spectrum  obtained  by

        HAKURYU  5, off  MlYAKO  Isiand

Table  CL Natural  frequency oE  TIAKtJKYU  2, 3, 5

                    (freo flo.atir/gcondition)

tliis type  of  rolling  has not  been  positively
taken  up  as  consiclered  a  transient  phenome-
non  because of  small  rolling  angles  and  the

defined cause  of rolling.

  H,owever, in storm.  condition  the effect  of

waves  will  be also  added,  requirjng  a  careful

review  of  the synclironized  rolling,

2.2 Evaluation Criteria

  Tlie. evaluation  criteria  provide a  measurc

for judging the proper performance of  a

completed  S!S rig  as  dcsigncd. Fer  the user,

on  the ether  hand, it will  form  an  important
itern demonstrating the capability  of  l]is rig.

Although  the  air  ga.p a is included in tlie
cvaluation  criteria, as  previously described,
the author  will  discuss in this sectioll  V.D.L,
and  the posi'tioning performance by which

the S/S rig is characterized.

(I) Variable Deck Load  (V.D,L.)
  The  demand  for operation  of  SIS rigs  has
graduall.v l¢ d them toward  deeper seas,  as

shown  in Table 2, subjcctjng  therrx to severer

sea  environllient  anct  to too far a  distance from
their supply  base of  consumables  necessary

for drilling, which  are  beyend  the capacity

ol  a  small  supply  boat. As a  rcsult,  provision
has been  macle  by taking a  greater V,D,L.
to be loacled on  deck, as  shown  in Fig. 8.

  Vtrith S/S rigs  heing built for global opera-
tion, the  trend  is to provide in¢ reasingly  higher
V.D.L.  "Jl]ile, the spacing  and  diameter oi

the legs supporting  V.D.L.  great]y depend  on

the degree ef  V.D,L,  and  have  a  direct effect
on  the motion  characteristics  of  an  S/S rig.

  Moreover, V.D.L, cerresponds  to DfW  of

NII-Electronic  
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 × lo3
   4

   3Ge22a>

   1

 Fig. 8

a  ship  and  its variation  has a  great effeet  on

the  dynamic  stability  of  an  SIS rig.  TIiere-

fore, at  the  time  of realization  of  the basic

design, not  to mention,  and  also  during opera-
tion, the draft and  KGp  in response  to the

variation  of  V.D.L. in various  conditions,  as

shown  in Table 3, should  be maintained

within  the limits specified  by  the classification

rules.  Table 5 shows  an  example  oi  V.D.L.,
in which  the difference in V.D.L, between  the

drilling and  severe  storm  conditions  has been

deribed from  the  estim,ated  amount  of  con-

sumption  up  to tliat time.  Since no  severe

sterm  can  always  be encountered  with  in this

condition,  V,D.L.  can  be determined only

       /I'able 5 Example  of V.D.L.  (MD502)
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empirically,  leaving a  problem for further

accumulation  of  field data,

(2) Positioning Performance

  Restrictive condition  required  for stabilized

operation  of  an  SIS rig  should  comprisc  every
                    t t -
allowable  displacement in  various  operations

such  as  loading, lifting and  lowering of  pipes,
etc., during drilling. TabLe 6 shows  the
evaluation  criteria  for HAKURYU  III during

etc., during drilling. TabLe 6 shews  the

evaluation  criteria  for HAKURYU  III during
operation,  which  are  being gradually relieved

recently  by  the iniproved motion  compensator.

The  horizontal d{splacemenl; of  an  SfS rig

including sway  and  surge  due to waves  is

casing  pipE
    tttttttttt t t t tttttttttt
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mainly  caused  by  dritting due to constant  wind,

current  and  waves.  Genera'[ly, the  displace-

ment  S is called  
``barge

 offset:' (see 

'Fig.
 9).

  In Table  6, the limitation of  S to 50/. oi

water  depth ineans  to mELintain  eo=tanHi

(5/100) i･-30. Considering elastic  deformation

of  a  riser  pipe due  to tidal current  and  the

effect  Qf  drill water  inside a pipe, the  actual

inclination of  eO will  make  the limiting angle

to be about  4e <see Fig. 8).
  In general, the drill pipe inside tbe  riser  may

hit the inside wall  of  the rise/r ball joint at  0>

40 and  damage  it at  0>100, Although there
is no  data clearly  showing  tl)e limits in storm

     '

Table  6 Restriction of  movemeiit  in waves  CHAKU-
       RYU  II) <moored conditioll)

               S:Barge  Ofiset
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t/
                       -s
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 . Itrko,w,?a" 
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            Fig. 9 Barge  ollset
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Table 7

Masayuki  TA"{El!lliLo

)lotioll in rough  sca  of  IIAKURYU  2 off

Noshiro City  (moored condition)
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 corresponding  to those in Table 6, soine  of

the S,iS rigs  built overseas  have been specificd
for e te be 9%  of the water  depth  as  the
evaluation  criteria  in storm.i)  HAKURYU  II
has encountered  with  a  typhoen  of  an  average

wind  velocity  of  30m,isec, lasting 15 hours
during operation  off Noshiro. 

'rable
 7 shows

the  record  taken at  that  tinie g,iving the
barge olifset as  about  100/o ef  tbe water  depth,
In general, there  care  less data of  field measure-
ments  available  for displacements in storm.

The correlations  between the  variatien  in wind
velo{;ity  and  the rellin.cr aiigle  and  between
the wind  velocity  and  the  horizontal motion,

etc., in such  an  offset  condition  should  be ob-

served  in detail in future for establishing  thc

proper evaluation  criteria  in storm.

  As  described above,  the first stage  oi  the

realization  of  the basic design wM  be com-

pleted when  thc concept  of  the configuration

of  an  Si'S rig has been  comi)esed  to satisfy

V,D.L, for possible operation  witltin  its design
conditions,  the limits of  l, ¢ , (e) and  S  as

shewn  in table 6, and  the limitation in air

gap o-' as  specified  in the classification  rules,

Nevertheless, it should  be recognized  that the
necessar},  conditions  and  criteria  for thc S/S
rig  bavc  only, been  satisfied,  whicli  seem  to be
yet incomplete to cover  thc dril]ing opeTation,
Accordingly, it can  well  be said  that the
S/S rig  has reached  a  stage  for its review  by

 means  of statistical  probabilism in one  way  or

 another,

 3. Suthceint Condition in Realization of  Basic
    Design

   As described in "Introduction,"
 tlie author

 considers  thc lellowing three factors to be the
 sufllcient  conditions  that .have been deduced

 to date froin the experience  of  construetion

 and  operation  of  S,tS rigs  :

   1) IIigh worl{abi]ity  in a  wide  sense.

   2) Security of  structural  integrity ei  fleat-

      ing body,

   3) Te  be of  a  type of  strtLcture  for easy
              '
      constructlon.

 S,1 RerJiezev qf PVorfeab･il･tty in a  PVide Sense

   VLJheii reviewing  the  workability  in a  wide

 sense,  the  S/'S rig  must  be recognized  
'for

 its

 superiority  in the  fo]lowing two  conditions:

 (1> Operating Condition

  a)  Minimum  m.otion  in waves.

  b) SuiRcient stability  in wind  and  waves.

  c) Capability. of  positioning within  limits.
(2) Severe Storm  Condition

  a)  Sufficient air  gap.
  b) Notto  be overturned  in waves.

  c) Capability of  positioning te some  extent.

  d) No  structural  failure.

  The condition  (1) is the operating  principle
of Si'S rigs, while  the condition  (2) maans  the
operation  in a  100-year storm  in a  wide  sense.

Both  are  important subjects  for revi'ewing  the
workabi'lity.  Needless to say,  the workability
depends greatly on  the motion  characteristics

ln waves  during operation.  Also, from  the
concept  oi  lamp  sum  operation,  other  im-

portant .items to be reviewed  include propul-
sion  e{llciency  in trans{t condition,  dynamic
stability  in all conditions  of  S/S rig,  qua]ity
of  the crew,  layout and  performance oi  equip-

ment  on  board. In planning an  SIS rig  for

global operation,  points to be noted  will  be
discusscd hereunder, deducing from  the  operat-

ing records,  with  resl)ect  to its motion  in waves,
stability,  propulsjon efficiency  and  position-
ing which  can  bc treated by the shipyard

englneers.
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Basic De$ign  Experienced  through  Construction and  Operation

3,1.1 VV"eatherDownTime

  StS rigs  h,ave su'Eflciently  been studied  on

their superiority  in motion  in waves  by  corn-

putcr simulation  and  tank  test,7),S) but,

unexpectedly,  little on  the agreement  of their

results  with  those of the full-scale measure-

ments.e},ie)  
'I'his

 is probably because o{ too

iew  encounters  of  S/S rigs  with  storms  in sur-

vival  condition,  for example,  to obtain  suthci-

ent  data  therefQr. Fig, 10 shows  a  good agree-

ment  between  the computed  values  and  the

;regularl>, recorded  data  by  }{AKURYU  V

using  the MUSE-CDMT  system  during opera-

tion  eff Mivako  Island, in which  the dimen-         v

sienless  values  corresponding  to T=-=-2n･m21

mi==3.86J]IJfl'have  been  plotted. Nearly the

same･  tendency  is shown  in the recorded  data")

by  HAKURYU  II, which  suffices  to predict
the  superiority  of  the SrfS rig  in workability

in waves,  Table 8 shows  a  very  little weathcr

down  time  of HAKURYU  V  from its opcrat-

ing record.  This value  may  be considered

a  probability for a  long term  down  time. The

practlcability of  the cenfiguration  selected  ior

                        
        s  

        :E a,4 

        FL 6.2 
         t

        N            
            

                   ni･ (sec)

       Fig. 10 Heaving  {HAKURYU-V)

   Table  8 "Jeather downtime  (HA'KURYU V)

                    do-'n time

2G46  4-13124 O.7%

Tablc 9 I'rebability  oF  occurrence/

      timc  (long term)

   (1} 1ieaving C2) pitcliin.ff

         

      

    

   

    Z,, r=± lm  ee == ± 20
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Qf weather  down

 C3] rollintst

 

 
 

 

 di. =  /･･I.1 2 
e

HAKURYU  V  has also  been  verified  by

Hamett, SEDCO,2)  that  showed  its one-year

down  time  ef  as  low  as  2%  or  8 days due to

waves,  winds,  floes and  tidal currents  during

operation  off the xnyTest eoast  ef  Canada.  In

this cennection,  the  wave  occurrence  distri'bu-

tion  chart  off  South  Aftica prepared  by

Hogben  and  Lumb  was  used  in an  assumption

that the motion  response  in '"raves would  fol-

low the Rayleigh distribution to obtain  the

probabi!ity of short  term  probabiiity distribu-

tion of motion  beyond Zo=l  m,  eo==20 and

eo=20 by  Eq, (2), as  shown  in Table 9,

  Vertical Motien:

       p[x>xo]=exp(-ze2i2as2)

  Rolling:

       P[O>ip]=exp<-ipo2I2g,2)

  ?itching:

        p[e>eo]=exp(-eeZ,S2oo2)

where  as, ae  and  ffn are  the

tions from  their respective  responses,

wave  spectrum  are  indicated in
with  ISSC. A  comparisen  l)etween
and  9, both of  which  are  shown  in

same  orcler,  suggests  that the

the statistical  probabilistic concept

realization  of  the basic design as  a

would  be meaningful.
3.1,2
     Curve

  The  IMCO  intebcrrated rulE/s on

specify  the area  ratio  indicating the

righting  moment.  to
by  Eq, (3> on  the righting

shown  in Fig. 1!.

(2)

                   standard  devia-
                          and  the

                       accordance

                         Tables 8

                        nearly  the
                    introducticm of
                          to the

                         g'uidance

Review  of  k Value on  Rightlng  Moment
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-
 Area ABcFi,J. }-;1'3 (3)

 Tlie reasonableness  of k=1.3  has been discus-

 sed  by  ASME  membcrs.ti):i2'  Thc  value  of  icM

 can  be induced  from Eg. (4) of  rolling  motion

 under  wind  pressure to Eq. (5),

     lg6+Cip+Mr(g)=Mexs(t) (4)
 where

        J: apparent  inertia moment  of  fioat-

           ing body

       C: damping  monient  per unit  angular

           velocitv

    Mr<q): rightinL.  moment  at  an  inclining
           angle  q

   A4..t(t) : wind  1ielling moment

  Integrating Eq, (4) frorn g==O  te gi ancl

assuming.  the  actual  rolling  motion  as  a

periodical motion  up  to  :Lgi  with,  the origin:Ll

pomt  as  center,

     le- 
-i=

 
!i
 
f2)
 l/no2r 

ct.
 (s)

where  k ==,Ar!Ae,  in which  A･r is the  area  from
O-gi within  the righting  moment  curx,e;  A.,
the area  from O-gi of  wind  heeling moment;

and.a,  the damping energy,  Acting favorably
on  k value,  a  is ignored in this consideratien,
HAKURYU  III has recorded  rolling  motion

during operation  off  Niigata (refer to Fig. 12)
and  obtained  i±

"q.
 (6) from its wave  shape.

    ep==o,o13+o.o26sins2jg-4-t (rad) (6)

By  substituting  I and  Ae obtained  from the
disp]acement and  righting  moment  curve  in
Eq. (5), ic=･=t･･1.37 is obtained.  In the same

llosLl'li

6osJ1,llj57.6slt-

 mallner,  from the rccord  of  Typhoon  Vera

 o7ff Taiwan  encountered  by HAKURYU  II,

 ic:=1.13 is obtained  by assuming  its rolling

 Tnotion  by Eq. (7).
                  , 2rr
     g=  O.02+O,11 sm

                    4s't (rad) <7)

"lthough these calculatcd  results  suggest

icl1, it is not  vet  clear  whether  it is suthcient
or  not.  In particular, since  these results  have
been based on  the records  ef  typhoons  of

about  20m!sec. of mean  wind  ve]ocity  and

70mfsee.  oi  instantaneous maximuin  wind

velocity,  it is considcred  necessarv  to ac-

cuTnulate  more  full-scale measurem"ent  data
for turther review.

3,1.3 PropulsionEfficiency

  The  trend of  S,iS rigs  tow･ard global operation
has accelerated  the  neecl  for speedier  arrival

at  site  for drMing  to cope  with  the  faster
navigatien  of  their rival  drilling vessels.  Thus,
emphasis  has been placed on  the propulsion
et'Clciency  of SiS rigs, and  an  idea of  building
a  inini-S/S  rig capable  oi  passillg through  the
Panama  Canal was  oncc  put into action,  but
brought  to an  unsuccess'ful  end  due to failure
of making  full use  of  the characteristics  of  the
SIS rig.  However,  the consequence  has pro-
vided  an  opportunity  for reviewing  the con-

figuration of  thc  submergcd  portion of  the SIS
rig irom  the viewpoint  of propulsion resist-

ance.  Fig. 13 shows  the  changes  of  the  Iower
liull configuration  ef  HAKURYU  series which
aimed  at  a minimum  towing  resistance  as

well  as  at  casy  constructien  and  dcfect-free

joints. 1'he towing data in Table 10  suggest

the curse  of  progress made  by sucb  engineer-
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Fig. 13

Basie Design  Expcrienced  through  Construction and  Operation
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        X  self  propuls[e-

ing efforts. In the table, SEDCO  135E  and

HAKURYU  II were  by  simple  towing  and

HAKURYUs  III and  V, by propeller assisted

towmg.

  Future  problems to be solved  will  be focussed

on  how  to  reduce  resistance  o't the  rectangular

section  of  lower hull tliat has been  specially

selected  for easy  construction  in shipyard,  as

close  to that  oi  the  circu!ar  section  as  possible,
and  on  liow and  to what  extent  the factors

causing  higher resistance  at  nodes  of  mem-

bers could  be eliminated  at  the time of realiza-

tion of the basic design. In addition,  it is

desired to reduce  wind  pvessure to be applied

on  the upper  structure  abeve  "rater  line and

tendency  of causin.cr  higher resistance  of  the

lcg in waves  due  to small  freeboard of the

lowerhull during towing, etc,,  by  improving

                                   137

their respective  configurations.

3.1.4･ Positioning

  The  vertical  displacement o'f an  S/S rig  in

waves  can  be solved  by selecting  a  wave-free

form. For horizontal displacement  due to

tidal eurrent,  wind  and  wave  driiting force,

a  chain  (wire)-anchor (sinker) combined  rr]oor-

ing system  or  a dynamic  positioning system

(D,P,S.) must  be used  to observe  the  opera-

tion criteria  given in Table 6. Security of

safety  oi  the mooring  line wM  require  a  cor-

rect  u.nderstanding  of  the  line motion  by  the

dynamic  analysis  method.  For this purpose,
it is important  to review  the items including

sea  and  wcather  conditions,  seabed  soil, etc.,

at  the time  ot  realization  of  the basic design.

Tables 11 andi  12 show  the  design condition  of

the mooring  system  for MD  6e2 and  an  exam-

ple of  seabed  soil  condition  in the operating

areas  of  HAKURYU  series.  For HAKURYU
II that  operated  in an  area  c{  rapid  tidal cur-

rent  off Chi-lung, Taiwan, careful  measures  had

been taken by additionally  installing pile
anchors,  etc.  Nevertheless, Y]s encounter  with

Typhoon  Vera that exceeded  the  design con-

dition resulted  in only  leaving a  record  of 6

Table ll Design  condition  of  mooring  system

          (MD602)
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 cut  chains  out  of  8 and  being drifted away

 about  2 miles  in the  direction oi  3200 from tlie

 original  direction, Such an  accident  has

 revealed  the significance  of  a  cletaiIed  opera-

 tion manual  to be provided for a  mooring

 system  by sufficiently  studying  tlie changes  of

 sea  and  weather  conditions  and  seabed  soil,

 in addition  to the careful  selection  of  design
 condition,

 3,2 Reviezw on  Structttral fntegriby of Floatin.cr
    Body

  Since the  failure of  the A, I., Kiel]and, the
structural  integrity of  a  floating body  has
strongly  been  taken  up  as  a  great problem,
which  is substantially  a  fundamental  proposi-
tion  to its frame work  not  to be cellapsed

under  survival  cendition,  The  achievement  of

this means  100%  workability  without  down
time, as  discussed in 3.1,1. According to the
reeords  of  HAKURYU  series,  the  rigs  drilled
an  average  depth of  3,305rrilhole in 79.8
days, during which  they had to be positioned
stationary  resisting  repeated  force of  "raves.

Tl)is is considerably  a  severe  condition  for a

floating structure.  Therefore, the security  o'f

stmJLctural  integrity in such  environment  u･,ill

give the user  a sense  of relief  for its operation,
indirectly guaranteeing its high workability,

  Among  various  items to be materialized  for
prevention ef structural  failure, such  as  types
of  frame  work,  external  forces, allowable

stresscs,  ,mat.erial, joint configurations,  etc,,

the  type  of  frame work  and  their application

will  be cliscussed  in this section  as  picking up

problems  in their basic p]anninbcr.
(I) Evaluation of  Type  of  Frame  Work

  The  type of  framg worlc  of  SIS rigs  can

largeiy be divided, as  shown  in Tal)le 13.
Fundamentally,  they fall into <a) truss strue-

ture, (b) Rahmen  structure  and  (c) Ralimen
structure  with  braces, The  truss structure

contributes  to weight  reduction,  but is liable
to cause  a  total-loss accident  originated  from
darnage in a  member  or  a  joint, It consists  of

so  many  joints that are  oftcn  difiicult to be
welded.  Thus, the truss structure  is not  advan-

tageous for the  SIS rig  tliat is subject  to

repeated  wave  force for a  long time.  T'here
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are  two  types  of  Rahmen  structure:  one  com-

prisjng both  longitudinal ancl  transverse sec-

tions with  Rahmen  structures,  and  the  other

with  reinforced  broces onlv  in the  transverse
section.  Either type  of  Rahmen  structures

cause  llo  problem  in the longitudinal direction

(of an  StS rig)  bccause of its great rigidity  of

Iegs and  lower hu]ls which  characterize  the
SfS rig, In the transverse direction, however,
reinforced  braces are  often  requircd  as  in
HAKURYU-III  and  V  due  to d{fflculty in
obtaining  ample  r{gidity,  In gencral, the
Rahmen  structure  tends to jncrease weight  in
comparison  with  the truss structure.  The
trussed Rahmen  stiucture  has a  so-called  high
rigidity  ratio  of  brace to  leg inernbers  w.ith

rigid  ioints at  the  truss ends  which  develops
sufllcient  rigidity  against  rotation,  Further-
more,  the  presence of  braces will  be able  to

increase the final plastic strength.i2)  There-
fore, it has an  effect  ot  reducing  the possibilit}r
of  a  total loss propagated  from a  slight  damage
in a  part of  a  structure  of  an  SIS rig  and  that
with  capability  of constructing  its frame work
in suMcient  strength  usi'ng steels  weighing
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almost  equal  to those for the  truss structure,

A  two  dimensional analysis  was  performed
under  the  same  loaded condition  on  the  cross
                                     '
section  (Model 1) and  the longitudinal section

<],･Iodel 5) in F, ig, 14b and  a  by giving the

changes  of  Models  2-4 to the  former and  the

change  of  Moclel 6 to the latter, The  results

showed  increases in weight  for Models 2, 3

and  4 by 1,O, 1,52 and  2,48 times that of

IN･Iodel 1, respectively,  and  for ]S･Iodel 6, by
1,e8 times that of Model 5 (Table 14), From
this, the effect  of  wei.crht  reduction  of the

trussed Rahmen  structure  is recognized,  For
                                     '
integrated evaluation,  an  accurate  companson

will  be required  including not  only  weight  of

steel  but also  difficulty in assembling  joints,
manufacturing  cost,  etc., with  I., B  and  D  of

an  S/S rig, as  parameters, The  effect  of  braces
in the  longitudinal section  is very  small,  as

shown  in Models  5 and  6. However,  since  the

horizontal force acting  on  braces is varied

depending on  the number,  spacing,  diameter
and  height ef  legs, it is considered  that the

lo
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need  of braces should  be studicd  according  to

the  type  of  frame work  at  the time oi  realiza-

tion of the basic deslgn.

(2) Treatment of Frame  "･rorlc in XVaves

  From  the observation  of member  responsc

in waves,  the structure  was  treated as  a  hypo-

rigid  body  to analyze  the motion  response  m

waves.  Further, using  the result  of  that

analysis,  the rn.ember  force was  obtained  by

treating tbe overall  structv,re  as  an  elastic

body  and  the structural  response,  by  the

beam  theory or  the shell  theery, An  attempt

was  made  to obtain  deformad/ion at  each  nodai

point in Fig. 15a and  b of  of MD-502  under

standby  condition  and  the  results  are  shewn

in Tablc 15a and  b, The  nodal  points 37-68

and  I10 correspond  to the p/oints B  and  A  in
fig. 15c, respectively.  Theii' srriall amplitude

of  de'formation by  wave  force can  prove the

correct  assumption  of  a  hyporigid body  in

wave  response.
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  The  equation  of  motion  of  a  fioating struc-
ture under  wave  exciting  force can  generally
be expressecl  by Eq. (8). In caleulatin.cr  the
workability  in irregular waves  and  the air  gap,
as  described in 3,I, by Eq.  (8)' of  linearized
Eq. (8), a  frequency responsc  function ol)-

tained by giving very  s.mall  amplituda  waves

to its right  side  will  be used.  "'hile, in a

structural  calculation,  finite amplitude  waves

will  be introduced to meet  the most  severe

survival  condition.
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     +Gj(Xi,X2,''',Xa)  =  Fej (8)

  Noting  that  the  heaving motion  of an  S/S
rig  is less related  with  other  components  of

motion,  Eq.  (8) is simplified  ar)d  linearized,
as  jollows :

     (M+m).r+(N+D)21-h:･･
        =Fi"K+(mg"',,+AJS,,)  <8)'
whereMjk,

 Ajic, (b4', nz):  mass  of  floating body  and

  added  mass  in wicle  (narrow) sense,

BIik, B;L., (N,D) : general ferm  of  wave  makin.cr

  and  visious  damping coefllcients  (in narrow
  sellse).
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Cj, Gj, (k): general
  and  mooring  systern  reaction  coethcients

  (in narrow  sense),

Xici-6): displacement of  the center  of  gravity
  of floating body,
l: vertical  displacement,
tzit: niean  value  of  wave  particle velocity

  cornponent.

g: orbital  radius  of wave  particle,
Fej: general form  of wave  exciting  force

FFK: Froude-Krilloi's force.

Since there is no  directlv effective  solution  of

the motion  in non-lifiearized  waves,  the

linearized solution  of Eq, <8)' is taken as  the

first erder  approximation,  in which  the motion

is converged  in the time  domain, to study  the

structural  response,  Using this method,  a

comparjson  is made  between the calculated

values  of  stress  at  the lower fianges of  the

main  gircler on  the underside  of  the deck of

HAKURYU  V  (Pesitions STt and  ST2 in Fig.
16a) and  the  discrete ebservation  data  by

MUSE-CDMT  corrected  by  the  regular  visual

observation  data and  the irregular observa-

tion  data for spectrum  analy$is  by  MEM

(maximum entropy  metliod)  during its opera-

tion off Miyako  Island. In the  former, the

stress  per maximum  wave  height ffw is given
by  Eq, (9),
     alHw  ==  45 kg,Icm314.0m

         ==11,25  kg/cm31m  (9)
In the lattcr, 10.1 kg/'cmElm and  13.5 ]<g/cm2/
m  have been  obtained,  which  may  be consid-

ered  to prove the reasenableness  of  the hypo-
rigid  body  as  previously assumed.  The  waves

treated in these observation  data are  still

too small,  as  sbown  in Fig. 16b. The  autlior

is of  the opinion  that efforts  should  be made

to verify  that  the assumption  of  the hypo-

rigid  body  is reasonable  b>i observation  data
in very  high xnJaves  in the  future,

3,3 Review  of T)'Pe of Stnectttre for Easy  Con-

    structton

  Mutually  satislying  condition  for both
users  and  builders of  StS rigs  has been  dedueed

from repeated  experienee  of  failure cluring

construction  of  SIS rigs  in the 1960s and  early

Basic Design  Experienccd  through  Construction and  Operation
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obtaincd  by  TV'TUSE

1970s and  from  the concept  of  cost  reduction.

The  Accident Investigation Committee of  the

A,L, Kielland has proposed in its reporti">

that the entire  frame  work  should  have redun-

dant strength,  pointing out  the following three

problems  leading to a  possible, total loss:

(1) Improper  frame work.

(2) Stress concentration  at  jomts,
(3) Hair cracks  occurring  during operation
              ,
    or  constructlon,

These items may  also  be said. as  if referring  to

rational  measures  to be taken for a  type of

structure  easy  to be constructed.  The  problem
Cl) is derived from  the diffic'alties in position-
ing components  of a  space  frame  structure  to

be assembled  and  in holding  
'the

 correct  shape.

Special consideration  should  be given at  the

time  of  basic designing to  a  single  diagonal
member  to be ineorporated jn one  plane block

or  the other  three-dimensional block to avoid
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its inherent inconvenience in fabrication and

to higher reliability  of  joints of  members

concentrating  at  one  node  which  should  be
reduced  to a  rninimum.  Therefore, the term
"simple

 construction"  is approprjate  for the
fundamental cencept  oi the frarne work  to
be required  frem  the construction  pe{nt of

view  at  the  time  of  basic designing, The
change  from  the three-dimensional truss strue-
ture to the Rahmen  structure  (from SEDCO
!35A  to SEDCO  710) and  the change  from  the
open  well  structure  to the  center  well  struc-

ture are  good  examples  of simplification.

  The  Problem  of  stress  concentration  in

Joints in (2) occurs  in column-column  fi]let

welded  joints or  full penetration welded

joints. It also  includes decrease jn fatigue

strength  due to misalignment  caused  by
dithculty in construction  and  stress  con-

centration  due  to extreme  discontinuity which
should  be  elimjnated  at  the time of  basic
designiug for safer  operation,  Selection of

proper types of  joint and  material  will  be
effective  to avoid  such  a  problem. Rational

measures  having bcen tal<en ior this purpose
are  the box-type joint9' applied  to HAKURYU
II, the use  of  rectangular  section  for the lower
hull, as  shown  in Fig. 13, and  the insertion of
lamellar-tear resistant  steel,  etc.

  In general, the damage  iactor oi the "･linor]s
law  of  accumulative  damage  is given by

    V =  ?ISII-,(fft) {1O)
"rhere

    S: number  of bloclc divisions of  long
       term  stress  distribution,

   at:  stress  corresponding  to each  bloek

   ett: number  of cvcles  of  aetual  stress  at                  J

   N7/: number  ef  cycles  of  causing  fraeture
       at  ai,

In 1981, D,N,V. suggested  its concept  of  fa-
tig'ue strength  by  specifyjng  op==-.-O.1 for 20-
year stress  accumulation.  If the stress  distri-
bution is assum,ed  to follow the 2-parameter
XVeibull distribution,

         (2o'...)in' I'(fe'/h+1)

    V="'-  a 
'(lnn)'"vh-

 (ll)

TAMEHIIIO

wl)ere

    n,  h: Weibull's parameters,
    a, h': values  obtained  from S-N curve  of

          AWS.

Assuming  that  the S-N  curve  complies  xnyrith

the modified  X-curve of A"JS  with  spccial

consideration  given to the wave  d]'rection, the
spreading  facter ct' of  aetual  waves  coming

from a]1 directions at  the same  probabilit}r
will  be considered  for T in Eq. (l1). Thus, the

l'tnal damage  factor o7' will  be expressed  by  op' =r- =-
a'･?7.  The  value  of  a' will  be given 1/2-1/4
depending  on  the position of  the SfS rig  with

respect  to its heading angle  to waves.  In
calculating  op, the stress  concentration  co-

erncients  to be used  depending  on  the type  ol

joint are  2,O for the box-type joint and  2,5
for simple  joints of  brace to brace and  main-

deck to brace. The  values  for joints of  HAKU-
RYU  V  and  MD  series  obtained  according  te
such  a  process shew  approximately  in agree-

ment  with  these  required  by  D.N.V,  Whether
or  not  v=-O,1 falls into the suMcient  condition

will  remain  to be further s.tudies.  From  the
fact that 16-vear-o!d SEDCO  135A  and  10-            J

year-old Ocean  Prospector and  HAKURYU

II, as  shown  in Fig. 1, are  still  in satisfactory

opeiatiun,  it may  be coneluded  that attention

bfiiven
 at  the  tiine of realization  of the basic

design would  be able  to greatiy prevent
fat{gue failure.

  The  problem of  inspection ior hair cracl<s

in (3) has suddenly  been brought to  light

since  the total-loss acciclent  of the A. L.
Kielland. A  number  of  clrcular  columns  con-

structing  an  S/S rig prevent the inspeetors

from easily  entering  into the column  and

performin.cr nondestructive  inspoction of  the

joints, The  selection  of  location and  configu-

ration  of  each  joint clearly  contributes  to

easy  performance  ol  such  inspections. In this

respect,  the box-ty,pe joint of  simple  con-

figuratioll applicd  te the HAKURYU  series

is conllected  with  the  other  components

through  their stiffener$  to provide ideal fiows
of  stresses,  In future, a  more  simplified  and

high]y reliable  joint that  would  make  possible
its regular  inside inspection should  be de-
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veloped  as  a  means  to prevent hair cracks,i5)

4. Conclusions

  The theme  given to this paper is the crea-

tion of  an  offshore  drilling unit  of  the concept

of  a  
"semi-submersible''

 fioating structure

that sNrould  be capable  of  operating  even  in
waves  as  well  as  a  land structure  should  be on

land. For the purpose of its basic design, the
main  items of  both necessary  and  sueneient

conditions  have  been  described with  their

backgrounds  and  the  various  problems pre-
sented  by  reviewing.  the data  of  construction

and  operation  ef  S/S rigs  planned, designed

andlor  constructed  by  Mitsubishi Heavy
Industries, Ltd. As a  result,  it has been  made

clear  that both necessary  and  suracient  con-

ditions still require  a  great deal of  further

studies  due to lack of  data in a  short  history
of  Si/S rigs.  The  suthcient  cQndition,  in particu-･
lar, has been  obtained  in this present stage  and

possible changes  in the items to be  emphasized

in future "rill be well  anticipated,  However,

the fact that the excellent  operation  recQrds

af  the HAKURYU  series  that had  been  care-

fully planned  under  such  necessa,ry  and  sufiici-

ent  conditions  are  being presented at  least

suggetss  the rcasonableness  of  the author's

concept.  ･

  In connection  with  the techniques to be
used  in the  course  of  realization  oi  the basic
design of  an  S/S rig,  tlie following concepts

are  being develeped :

  * From  static  analysis  to dynamic  analysis,

  *  From  the use  of  the idea of  deterministic

    theory  to statistic  prebability theory.

  *  From  linear analysis  to non-linear  ana-

    lysis.

  
']`
 From  consideration  fer safety  to redun-

dant strength  of  the structurc.

  Therefore, more  operation  data observed

on  site  must  be collected  until  the completion

of  a  rational  S/S rig. The feedback of  its
results  will  contribute  to the progress of the

realization  oi  the basic design of  an  Si'S rig,

  This paper is an  excerpt  of  the conditions

to be considered  at  the time  of  the study  of

realization  of  the basic design of  an  S!S rig
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from the thesis ior a  degree, `fStudy
 on

Realization ot Basic Design  of Semi-sub-
mersible  Offshore Drilling Unit,'' presented to
the  University of  Tokyo,  .
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